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NEW QUESTION: 1
DRAG DROP
You need to recommend a solution to deploy the Outlook app
Which three actions should you recommend performing in
sequence? (To answer, move the appropriate three actions from
the list of actions to the answer area and arrange them in the
order) (Apps for Outlook can help you personalize your messages
or speed up the way you access information on the web.
For example, the Bing Maps app that comes with Outlook shows an
online map whenever you open a message that contains a street
address.
http://office.microsoft.com/en-us/store/apps-for-outlook-FX1028
04983.aspxOutlook App Office Store) Select and Place:
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
STEPS:
1. RUN THE $DATA=GET-CONTENT -PATH "C:\APPS\SOCIALMEDIAPP.XML"
= ENCODING BYTE - READCOUNT 0 COMMAND Establishes the Data

variable which defines the location of the Outlook App.
2. RUN THE NEW-APP -FILEDATA $DATA COMMAND
This statement and the above statement install
socialmediapp.xml
3. RUN THE SET-APP CMDLET
Enables the app
Set-App
Use the Set-App cmdlet to set configuration properties on an
app object.
Enables the app
EXAMPLE 1
This example changes the organization app FinanceTestApp, which
was installed to everyone in the organization, to be provided
to specific users on the finance team and to be enabled by
default.
$a= Get-DistributionGroupMember FinanceTeam
Set-App -OrganizationApp -Identity
7a774f0c-7a6f-11e0-85ad-07fb4824019b -ProvidedTo SpecificUsers
- UserList $a -DefaultStateForUser Enabled
If the app is enabled for the entire organization, users can
activate the new app when viewing mail or calendar items within
Microsoft Outlook or Microsoft Office Outlook Web App. If an
installed app isn't enabled, users can enable the app from
Outlook Web App Options. Similarly, if an app is installed, an
administrator can enable the app from the Exchange
Administration Center or by using the Enable-App or Set-App
cmdlet.
NOT Get-App
Use the Get-App cmdlet to return information about the
installed app.
EXAMPLE 1
This example returns the list of apps installed for user Tony.
The Exchange Management Shell returns the name of the app,
whether the app is enabled, and the app version number.
Get-App -Mailbox Tony
NOT Install the Outlook App
Not appropriate for this scenario
$Data=Get-Content -Path "C:\Apps\SocialMediaApp.xml" -Encoding
Byte -ReadCount 0 command
$Data variable defines the path where the outlook app exists
New-App -FileData $Data command
Use the New-App cmdlet to install apps for Outlook.
EXAMPLE 1
This example installs the Finance Test app manifest file that
has been copied to the local hard disk.
$Data=Get-Content -Path "C:\Apps\FinanceTestApp.xml" -Encoding
Byte -ReadCount 0 New-App -FileData $Data
New-App: Exchange 2013 Help
Set-App: Exchange 2013 Help

NEW QUESTION: 2

Was mÃ¼ssen Sie erstellen, um AG2 zu konfigurieren?
A. Grundlegende Routing-Regeln
B. eine zusÃ¤tzliche Ã¶ffentliche IP-Adresse
C. Grundlegende ZuhÃ¶rer
D. Listener mit mehreren Standorten
E. URL-Pfad-basierte Routing-Regeln
Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation
* AG2 must load balance incoming traffic in the following
manner:
http://www.adatum.com will be load balanced across Pool21.
http://fabrikam.com will be load balanced across Pool22.
You need to configure an Azure Application Gateway with
multi-site listeners to direct different URLs to different
pools.
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/application-gateway/mult
iple-site-overview

NEW QUESTION: 3
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A. Fuzzer
B. Vulnerability scanner
C. HTTP interceptor
D. Application fingerprinter
Answer: C
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